



“Fresh and deeply vulnerable… has accomplished something truly marvelous.”  

- EDM.com 

 Armed with an uncanny ability to deliver across all genres, breaking singer / 

songwriter Jadelyn is unrivaled, earning herself over 1 million streams on Spotify and a Top 

200 placement on the Dance Charts. 

 Jadelyn’s artist debut ‘Fix You’ - in collaboration with electronic producer Danny 

Olson - is a stunningly epic take on one of the most iconic songs of this generation, 

garnering public acclaim from genre legends Tiesto and Don Diablo as well as international 

radio play. Featuring an entirely original orchestral composition, Jadelyn’s carefully crafted 

vocals at once retain the emotion and power of the original while also breathing new life 

into it. 

 ‘Hard’, released January 2020 in accompaniment with Noah Neiman's production, is 

an empowering electronic dance ballad demonstrating Jadelyn’s remarkable ability as both 

a songwriter and performer. Earning global recognition and placement on Spotify’s highly-

esteemed curated New Music Friday playlists, as well as the likes of Trap Nation and 

several others, ‘Hard’ notably surpassed 100,000 streams on Spotify alone just one week 

after it’s release.  

 Jadelyn once again brings her endless talent and refreshing authenticity with 

‘Disasterpiece’, her newest collaborative single that blurs the lines between pop and 

dance. 

 Finding solace in her songwriting and recordings, Jadelyn proudly shares a very 

personal, non-glammed up side of herself with followers and listeners. By elaborating on 

human experience through her own trials and tribulations, her goal is to unapologetically 

show the world who she really is and inspire others to do the same.  

 Born in Washington state, small town girl Jadelyn displayed a passion for music at a 

very young age singing country on the guitar with her dad. Shortly after moving to Los 

Angeles in 2018 to pursue a triple-threat career in entertainment, she was brought into a 

recording session with producer/dj SNBRN where she discovered a natural flair for dance 

music. Having since recorded with the likes of Beauz, Michael McHenry, Brandon Ray 

Thomas, Fossari, and Stefan Roscovan, Jadelyn’s dedication to developing her artistry is 

unmatched.

For more on Jadelyn please visit: www.jadelynmusic.com 
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